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CaLL TO HUNGARIAN WORKERS
’

The following is the text in English of a broadcast

to Hungarian Workers transmitted in the b.b,C. Hungarian

Service,? today.

The Action Committee abroad of the Hungarian trade Unions sends the

following message to the leaders and members of Magyar Trade Unions in Hungary,

"Our Trade Unions have been taken from us by force. Our party has been dissolved.

Our newspaper has been banned after 72 years of fight.

On the basis of mutual agreement previously agreed upon, we set out the

following rules for the continuation of our fight:

Cur legal movement has to be continued illegally* Our illegal press and

leaflets will appear soon*

The payment of legal Trade Union membership fees must cease, No confidential posts

must be taken on the Nazi Trade Unions by cur members. The orders of the National

Labour Centre and those cf the Commissionaires and ©legates of the Arrow Cross sham-

organisations must be sabotaged.

Everybody, without exception, who takes any post in the Nazi-controlled Trade

Unions, or works in their interest, must be regarded as a traitor. Their names and

acts must be noted so that they can/brought to book in the hour of liberation. The

verdict will extremely hard.

Spread illegal newspapers. Protect the leaders of the illegal movement, shelter

and assist them.

Commit acts of sabotage in the factories and mines, on railways and other transport.

The most important task of the Hungarian worker is now: to damage everything, to

collect explosives and hand them to those who use them for wrecking factories, Nazi

organisations and railways,,

Hungarian workers] Be worthy of the glorious traditions of our half-a-century

old trade unions,. You are not alone. The International trade Union Conference,

with its 25 million members, the huge British and American trade unions, the fighting

trade unionists of the whole continent and the millions in the Soviet Trade Unions*

all assist the fighting Hungarian workers
0

And the hour of final reckening is near.

The Russian armies approach Hungary’s frontiers at great speed* The invasion, is only

a question of weeks. Mar Rial Tito is fighting near Hungary’s southern borders.

Don’t listen to the cajoling promises of the Nazi usurpers* The trapped beasts

now promise everything to the Hungarian workers in order to make them accomplices.

There must be only one aim before us:To trample down the Nazis and their

Hungarian accomplices, to liberate Hungary from the German yoke, to establish the

future democratic Hungary in whose framework our party, our trade unions and the

workers, together with the peasants and intellectuals, will play a leading role*

Hungarian workers: Act."
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